Some helpful hints in how to exchange batteries
in your round face YES watch.
Before proceeding on any step in this process make sure to study watch and module
with a magnifier to gain understanding of how it is put together. Work on a solid
table. Do not use excessive force.
1. Unscrew back plate by turning it counter clockwise.
2. While holding module firmly inside of case unclasp battery bracket. Do not
unscrew any screws during this entire procedure. Do not try to take module
out of case. Remove CR2032 battery carefully, still while holding module
firmly in case.
3. Below the CR2032 the small V364 battery for the analog hand sits deep in
movement. Carefully flick the “metal tongue” bracket holding this battery
counter clock wise to free battery. Loosen the screw holding the “tongue”
with half a rotation with screwdriver first if necessary. Carefully remove
battery.
4. Reinsert new V364 battery into analog hand movement. Flick “metal tongue”
back into place over battery and tighten the screw holding it in place. It is
critical that the small battery is secured in place by this “metal tongue” for
proper operation.
5. Reinsert the CR2032 into big battery slot and lock in place by snapping the
bracket into place.
6. Make sure spring contact reaching out from module extends far enough to
reach center of alarm in back plate.
7. Make sure O-ring is properly seated on back plate and carefully and firmly
screw back onto watchcase. A couple of drops of fine oil smeared on the Oring first is not a bad idea.
8. Push all 4 buttons to test watch functionality. Watch will flash a display,
sound the alarm and turn on the back light for 3 seconds.
9. If alarm does not sound unscrew back plate again and make sure alarm
spring reaches alarm plate. Secure spring position with a small piece of tape
if necessary.
If you have any questions contact me at 858 729 0703 or bj@yeswatch.com
Thank you.
Bjorn.

